Article abstract—Objective: To define and investigate key issues in the management of dementia and to make literature-based treatment recommendations. Methods: The authors searched the literature for four clinical questions: 1) Does pharmacotherapy for cognitive symptoms improve outcomes in patients with dementia? 2) Does pharmacotherapy for noncognitive symptoms improve outcomes in patients with dementia? 3) Do educational interventions improve outcomes in patients and/or caregivers? 4) Do other nonpharmacologic interventions improve outcomes in patients and/or caregivers? Results: Cholinesterase inhibitors benefit patients with AD (Standard), although the average benefit appears small; vitamin E likely delays the time to clinical worsening (Guideline); selegiline, other antioxidants, anti-inflammatories, and estrogen require further study. Antipsychotics are effective for agitation or psychosis in patients with dementia where environmental manipulation fails (Standard), and antidepressants are effective in depressed patients with dementia (Guideline). Educational programs should be offered to family caregivers to improve caregiver satisfaction and to delay the time to nursing home placement (Guideline). Staff of long-term care facilities should also be educated about AD to minimize the unnecessary use of antipsychotic medications (Guideline). Behavior modification, scheduled toileting, and prompted voiding reduce urinary incontinence (Standard). Functional independence can be increased by graded assistance, skills practice, and positive reinforcement (Guideline).
Does pharmacotherapy for noncognitive symptoms improve outcomes in patients with dementia compared with no therapy?
• Do educational interventions improve outcomes in patients and/or caregivers of patients with dementia compared with no such interventions?
• Do nonpharmacologic interventions other than education improve outcomes in patients and/or caregivers of patients with dementia compared with no such interventions?

The work group identified three additional issues that are important and for which clinicians require guidance:

• How does cooperation among neurologists, other clinicians, and community care providers benefit patients?
• How do different economic models of care impact the care of patients with dementia?
• How should physicians evaluate levels of decision-making capacity in their patients with dementia?

This last question is particularly critical, given recently proposed guidelines for research using subjects with impaired capacity to consent.\(^2\) However, the literature searches did not yield sufficient evidence-based articles concerning these special issues to which we could apply the same process used to assess treatment interventions. We mention these special issues in a separate section of this parameter to emphasize the impact of these unanswered questions and the importance of initiating research in these areas.

Process. Panel selection. The QSS of the American Academy of Neurology identified two team leaders who in turn identified committee members to participate in the creation of one or more practice parameters on dementia (early detection, diagnosis, and management of dementia). Committee members disclosed any real or potential conflicts of interest.

Literature review process. Search terms. Alzheimer’s disease, vascular or multi-infarct dementia, dementia with associated parkinsonian disorder (diffuse Lewy body disease, dementia with Lewy bodies, Parkinson’s disease with dementia), progressive supranuclear palsy, frontotemporal dementia (including Pick’s disease), and senile dementia. Additional search terms were question-specific:

• Question 1: Cholinesterase inhibitors, antioxidants, hormones, anti-inflammatory agents/drugs, cholinergic agents/drugs, nootropics (class of compounds structurally related to piracetam), metabolic enhancers, neurotrophic agents/drugs, (complementary)alternative medicines, treatment, and pharmacotherapy.
• Question 2: Hypnotics, antidepressants, anxiolytics, tranquilizers, sleep medications, selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRI), treatment and sleep, treatment and depression, treatment and anxiety, treatment and agitation, treatment and disinhibition, treatment and affective disorders, management, treatment and maintain (trunc), and treatment and discontinue (trunc).
• Questions 3 and 4: Counseling, education and caregiver, education and patient, environment, behavior (trunc) management (trunc), behavior (trunc) and modification (trunc), advance directive, rehabilitation, and terminal care.

The key and index words for the special issue of cooperation between specialists were the following: treatment and multidisciplinary, treatment and team, treatment and community, neurologist (trunc), primary care, respite care, services, providers, transfer of care, long-term care, and family advocacy. Special issues related to economic models used the following key and index words: health care systems, health maintenance organization, preferred provider organization, medicaid, medicare, insurance, managed care, economic (trunc), and quality of care. Special issues related to determining capacity to consent used were the following: competency, decision making, patient refusal of therapy/treatment, physician patient relations, patient rights, patient involvement, and informed consent.

Databases. For questions 1 and 2 the following databases were searched: MEDLINE, Embase, Current Contents, Psych Abstracts, and Cochrane databases. For questions 3 and 4: MEDLINE, Embase, Current Contents, Psychology Info, Cochrane, and CINAHL.

Inclusion/exclusion criteria and process. Studies selected included the following: randomized, controlled studies in all languages and other types of studies limited to English; human subjects with N greater than 20, regardless of outcome measured; and review articles published between January 1998 and November 1999. The nonpharmacologic intervention questions allowed smaller N for supporting studies to reflect the activity in the field. Members of the work group reviewed all search results and the bibliographies of the review articles to identify any articles that they thought were missing; these articles were submitted to the same inclusion/exclusion criteria. The initial search was conducted in October 1998; additional articles were added until July 2000.
Table 1 Classification of evidence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Evidence provided by one or more well designed, randomized, controlled clinical trials, including overviews (meta-analyses) of such trials.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>Evidence provided by well designed observational studies with concurrent controls (e.g., case control or cohort studies).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>Evidence provided by expert opinion, case series, case reports, and studies with historical controls.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 Levels of recommendations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommendation</th>
<th>Level of evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>Principle for patient management that reflects a high degree of clinical certainty (usually this requires Class I evidence that directly addresses the clinical questions, or overwhelming Class II evidence when circumstances preclude randomized clinical trials).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guideline</td>
<td>Recommendation for patient management that reflects moderate clinical certainty (usually this requires Class II evidence or a strong consensus of Class III evidence).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practice Option</td>
<td>Strategy for patient management for which the clinical utility is uncertain (inconclusive or conflicting evidence or opinion).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Number and disposition of articles, data extraction, and classification of evidence. The search strategy identified 2,548 articles. A total of 380 met the predefined inclusion/exclusion criteria and were reviewed by at least two individuals. Selected items from each article were entered into a standardized data extraction form, and each article was assigned a class of evidence based upon a priori definitions (table 1), which determined whether or not study results were ultimately translated into Standards, Guidelines, or Practice Options (table 2).

Development of evidence tables. For all extracted articles, evidence tables were developed according to search question. These tables indicate the author and year of the study, level of evidence, main purpose of the study, population, intervention, outcome measures, and results.

Internal and external review of the document. The first author drafted the document with input and approval from other work group members. After QSS review and approval, the document was circulated to the members of the full Dementia Practice Parameter work group (committee members drafting the early detection and diagnosis of dementia sections), members of the AAN Member Review Network, appropriate sections of the AAN, US and international dementia experts, and selected patient advocacy and physician organizations.

Analysis of evidence. Does pharmacotherapy for cognitive symptoms improve outcomes in patients with dementia compared with no therapy?

Alzheimer’s disease. Cholinesterase inhibitors. Tacrine has been tested for efficacy in the management of dementia in six studies involving more than 2,000 subjects. Approximately 25% of patients treated with the highest dose (160 mg/day) were stabilized and exhibited less decline on global cognitive testing and on a clinician’s global evaluation compared with placebo-treated patients. Only approximately 25% of patients assigned high doses completed the studies because of adverse events (including elevated transaminase levels in approximately 50% of subjects). Tacrine requires four times daily administration (10 mg QID for 4 weeks, then 20 mg QID for 4 weeks, then 30 mg QID for 4 weeks, then 40 mg QID with dosage escalation as tolerated) and can be increased to 10 mg QD after 4 to 6 weeks.

In three double-blind, placebo-controlled trials enrolling more than 1,000 subjects, donepezil produced a significant drug–placebo difference in trials lasting for 12 to 24 weeks on both a composite neuropsychologic test and a clinician’s global evaluation. Efficacy has been demonstrated at doses of 5 and 10 mg. Side effects occurred in up to 17% of subjects exposed to the drug, and there were not reports of hepatotoxicity. The dose is 5 mg QD (can be given at bedtime, but this is not necessary) and can be increased to 10 mg QD after 4 to 6 weeks.

Treatment with rivastigmine tartrate for 26 weeks resulted in significant differences compared with placebo in cognition and on a clinician’s global assessment and an activities of daily living scale. Subjects on higher doses (6 to 12 mg per day) performed better than those on lower doses (1 to 4 mg per day, not different from placebo in one study). Side effects (including weight loss) were present in up to 50% of individuals in higher-dose groups and led to discontinuation of the drug in up to 25%. The initial dose is 1.5 mg BID, which can be increased to 3 mg BID, then 4.5 mg BID, then 6 mg BID with a minimum of 2 weeks between increases.

Galantamine was tested in more than 1,600 subjects with mild to moderate AD in two double-blind, placebo-controlled studies. Treatment with galantamine (16 to 32 mg per day) resulted in significant cognitive improvement on the Alzheimer’s Disease Assessment Scale–Cognitive Subscale (ADAS–Cog), the clinician’s global assessment, the activities of daily living scale, and a behavior scale. Efficacy was present at 16 mg/day and 24 mg/day. Side effects occurred in up to 13% at 16 mg per day and up to 17% of subjects exposed to 24 mg per day. The drug has been approved by the FDA (16 and 24 mg/day).

Development of controlled-release physostigmine, metrifonate, velnacrine, and eptastigmine were discontinued because of unacceptable toxicities.
Conclusions. Significant treatment effects have been demonstrated with several different cholinesterase inhibitors, indicating that the class of agents is consistently better than placebo. However, the disease eventually continues to progress despite treatment, and the average “effect size” is modest (Appendix B). Global changes in cognition, behavior, and functioning have been detected by both physicians and caregivers, indicating that even small measurable differences may be clinically significant. To date, there have been no head-to-head comparisons of cholinesterase inhibitors, and the main differences between these agents are in the side-effect profiles and the ease of administration (e.g., once or twice versus four times daily dosing).

Precursors and agonists to improve cholinergic neurotransmission in AD. Results of two precursor therapy trials using lecithin and one study of a relatively selective M1 agonist (Lu25-109) were negative for treatment of AD. Other muscarinic agonists, including xanomeline and SB202026, produced small drug–placebo differences on the ADAS-Cog but not on a global measure, which should be present to support the clinical significance of such statistical differences. Muscarinic agonists were associated with significant side effects that likely limited the maximum tolerated dose needed to improve cognition.

Conclusions. Current studies do not support the efficacy of cholinergic precursors or muscarinic agonists for the treatment of AD. It is unclear whether highly selective M1 agonists, delivered in adequate doses to the CNS, would be beneficial and tolerable in AD.

Other cognitive-enhancing agents in AD. In a single trial, nicotine produced improvement on several neuropsychologic measures in patients with AD but produced increased anxiety. Intravenous cerebrolysin, a neurotrophic brain extract, improved global functioning and activities of daily living in one trial. Several negative studies have been reported for treatment in AD including an ACTH4-9 analog, the nootropics aniracetam, BMY21, 501, and piracetam, and two trials of phosphatidyl serine. Other negative Class I studies include the NMDA receptor stimulator cycloserine, besipiridine, and milacemide. Hydergine (Novartis, East Hanover, NJ) was ineffective at 3 mg per day and showed slight memory improvement at 6 mg day, but did not meet a priori benefit standards. Patients receiving acetyl-L-carnitine, a membrane-stabilizing agent, showed less decline over one year on 4 of 14 neuropsychologic measures, but the drug was ineffective in a second study. Idenbenone, a coenzyme Q analog, showed mild improvement in some neuropsychologic tests and produced a significant drug–placebo difference on a global neuropsychologic instrument, but in separate studies. Selegiline produced a modest drug–placebo difference in cognition in a 3-month trial of 136 patients with mild to moderate AD but not in a 6-month trial with 60 patients. A low dose (30 mg TID) of nimodipine improved memory (but not other measures) but did not meet a priori benefit standards.

Conclusions. A wide group of agents with diverse mechanisms of action have been tested in at least one Class I trial, but there is incomplete or conflicting evidence for these agents.

Other strategies to slow decline in AD. In one large, 2-year trial, selegiline (5 mg BID) and vitamin E (1,000 I.U. [alpha-tocopherol] BID) significantly delayed the time to a composite outcome of primary measures indicative of clinical worsening, and fewer patients treated with vitamin E were institutionalized. Importantly, there was no additive effect from selegiline plus vitamin E, neither agent improved cognitive function (ADAS–Cog) compared with baseline values, and those on drug did not decline less than those on placebo on these types of measures. Although epidemiologic data suggest that anti-inflammatory drugs may be protective against the development of AD, few anti-inflammatory drug trials have been reported. In one 6-month trial of indomethacin, stabilization of cognition was suggested, although the authors reported a 44% dropout rate. A 6-month trial of diclofenac for treatment of AD reported slightly slower decline (not significant) and a 50% dropout rate because of adverse events. A recent trial of prednisone for the treatment of AD was negative. Epidemiologic studies suggest that estrogen may be protective against the development of AD, and from this observation, the possibility that it also might have a therapeutic effect in AD has been suggested. To date, two well designed clinical trials examining the ability of Premarin® (Wyeth–Ayerst, Philadelphia, PA) to slow the rate of decline in women with AD were negative.

### Table 3 Drugs reviewed in this article

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cognitive</th>
<th>Noncognitive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acetyl-L-carnitine</td>
<td>Gingko biloba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACTH4-9 analog</td>
<td>Glycosamine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpha-tocopherol (Vitamin E)</td>
<td>Hydergine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aniracetam</td>
<td>Ibuprofen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Besipiridine</td>
<td>Idenbenone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMY21, 501</td>
<td>Indomethacin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cerebrolysin</td>
<td>Lecithin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cycladelande</td>
<td>Lu25-109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cycloserine</td>
<td>Memantine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DGAVP</td>
<td>Metrifonate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diclofenac</td>
<td>Milacemide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donepezil</td>
<td>Nafidrofuryl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eptastigmine</td>
<td>Nicergoline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flunarizine</td>
<td>Nicotine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluvoxamine</td>
<td>Nimodipine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galantamine</td>
<td>Oxiracetam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amitryptiline</td>
<td>Haloperidol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbamazepine</td>
<td>Imipramine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citalopram</td>
<td>1-deprenyl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clomipramine</td>
<td>Maprotiline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desferoxamine</td>
<td>Meperidine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diphenhydramine</td>
<td>Metrifonate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluoxetine</td>
<td>Moclobemide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluvoxamine</td>
<td>Nicergoline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galantamine</td>
<td>Olanzapine</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Conclusions. One study suggests a possible benefit of vitamin E or possibly selegiline for treatment of AD. The agents should not be combined. The use of anti-inflammatory agents, prednisone, and estrogen to prevent the progression of AD are not supported by prospective data.

**Drugs tested in mixed dementia populations or in patients with mixed dementias.** In one trial, propentofylline (a glial-modulating agent) produced a drug-placebo difference on a variety of cognitive and global measures, but these findings were not adequately replicated in a second trial. Memantine, an NMDA receptor antagonist, improved cognition and global functioning in two poorly defined groups of patients with dementia. Several nootropic agents including oxiracetam, nicergoline, vincamine, naftidrofuryl, and xantinolnicotinate have shown small degrees of improvement on some outcomes for mixed dementia populations. None of these agents has been adequately tested for specific types of dementia. One trial reported a mild benefit of fluvoxamine. Treatment with various formulations of ginkgo biloba was associated with significant improvements in some (but not all) a priori parameters including a small treatment-placebo difference on a cognitive measure (not detected on a clinical global), some improvement on a clinician’s global assessment and an activities of daily living scale, and increased speed on a subset of timed tasks. Several other agents including glycosamine, nimodipine, pyritonol, and acetyl-L-carnitine all have shown small improvements in overall functioning in populations with patients with mixed dementia, but none proved a treatment benefit on all the primary outcome measures.

Conclusions. Ginkgo biloba was safe in one Class I trial of patients with mixed dementia, but benefits fall short of those expected for clinically effective antidementia treatments (e.g., a psychometric measure and a clinician’s global). Currently there are no adequately controlled positive trials supporting the use of any pharmacologic agents in patients believed to have mixed neurodegenerative and ischemic vascular dementia, or in populations in which the specific type of dementia is not identified.

**Ischemic vascular (multi-infarct) dementia.** Few Class I trials have been performed in populations with pure ischemic vascular or multi-infarct dementia. In a single study of the nootropic oxiracetam, improved functioning on the Blessed Functional scale was reported. Cyclandelate and flunarizine showed pre- to posttreatment benefits on a subset of measures. Two trials of pentoxifylline were negative.

**Practice recommendations.**

**Pharmacologic treatment of AD.**
- Cholinesterase inhibitors should be considered in patients with mild to moderate AD (Standard), although studies suggest a small average degree of benefit.
- Vitamin E (1000 I.U. PO BID) should be considered in an attempt to slow progression of AD (Guideline).
- Selegiline (5 mg PO BID) is supported by one study, but has a less favorable risk–benefit ratio (Practice Option).
- There is insufficient evidence to support the use of other antioxidants, anti-inflammatories, or other putative disease-modifying agents specifically to treat AD because of the risk of significant side effects in the absence of demonstrated benefits (Practice Option).
- Estrogen should not be prescribed to treat AD (Standard).

**Mixed populations or patients with mixed dementias.**
- Some patients with unspecified dementia may benefit from ginkgo biloba, but evidence-based efficacy data are lacking (Practice Option).

**Ischemic vascular dementia.**
- There are no adequately controlled trials demonstrating pharmacologic efficacy for any agent in ischemic vascular (multi-infarct) dementia.

**Recommendations for future research.** Cholinesterase inhibitors are the mainstay of treatment for patients with mild to moderate AD. Insufficient data exist on the effectiveness of cholinesterase inhibitors in patients with mild cognitive impairment (MCI), early AD, and severe AD, although studies are underway to examine these issues. Antioxidants and anti-inflammatory agents are under study for the ability to delay the progression of MCI to AD. Comparative trials assessing multiple cholinesterase inhibitors and add-on studies combining cholinesterase inhibition with other therapeutic strategies are needed.

Additional well designed, adequately powered studies using common outcome measures would be beneficial regarding the efficacy of ginkgo biloba, cerebrolysin, piracetam, Hydergine, acetyl-L-carnitine, nimodipine, ibuprofen, and other anti-inflammatory agents. Additional studies comparing different formulations and doses of vitamin E and other antioxidant agents are needed to assess the impact of these agents in altering disease progression of AD.

Ischemic vascular dementia requires clear diagnostic criteria, recognition and definition of subgroups of patients, and an understanding of the natural history of various forms of this disorder. Clinical trials must use standard diagnostic
criteria and may require subgrouping of patients into populations with large vessel disease versus small vessel disease. Such advances in diagnostic specificity may provide a way to test efficacy of proposed therapeutic agents and treatment strategies. Other non-AD dementias, such as dementia with Lewy bodies (DLB) and frontotemporal dementia, lack definitive Class I treatment studies, but very recent data suggesting that cholinesterase inhibitors benefit patients with DLB should be confirmed.

Does pharmacotherapy for noncognitive symptoms improve outcomes for patients with dementia and/or their caregivers compared with no therapy? Treatment of behavioral disturbances. It is well accepted that agitation may be due to identifiable causes (such as pain) or associated with environmental triggers that can be avoided. If evaluation for these conditions does not suggest a nonpharmacologic strategy, medications should be considered. One study showed that risperidone was beneficial compared with placebo for the treatment of psychosis and aggression.86 A single study compared risperidone versus haloperidol or placebo and reported efficacy for risperidone over placebo, with fewer side effects than haloperidol.91 One study also supports the efficacy of olanzepine over placebo for reducing agitation and psychosis as measured by the Neuropsychiatric Inventory.88 High doses of haloperidol (2 to 3 mg/day) were shown to be more effective than low doses (0.5 to 0.75 mg QD) or placebo.89 One study demonstrated some differences favoring risperidone over haloperidol and thioridazine.90 Another study compared haloperidol to oxazepam and diphenhydramine for agitation and psychosis and showed little difference in their efficacy.91 However, there are no studies that compare atypical antipsychotic agents (e.g., risperidone, olanzepine, and quetiapine) to antihistaminics or benzodiazepines. One study showed global improvement of agitation in patients with dementia treated with the antipsychotic agents tiapride and meperone, but there was no placebo control.92

Most of these studies focused on mixed populations of patients with dementia, so it is not possible to assess a medication's relative efficacy in specific forms of dementia. One observational study suggests that patients who have DLB may be more sensitive to neuroleptics, and several deaths have been reported within weeks of starting such agents in these patients, although the study was not designed to determine causality.93 Only one randomized study that meets our criteria has been published to date on the use of t-deprenyl to treat agitation, psychosis, and depression in dementia, and this study failed to show consistent benefits.94 The beneficial effect on behavior of cholinesterase inhibitors (galantamine, metrifonate)17,18,22 and a muscarinic cholinergic agonist (xanomeline)92 includes a delay or decrease in the emergence of behavioral disturbances, as well as a reduction in existing problem behaviors. One study also suggests that nicergoline may benefit behavioral disturbances.94

The chelating agent, desferroxamine, was reported to benefit behavior on a nonstandardized video-rating scale.95 Carbamazepine was studied in the treatment of agitation and psychosis and reported benefits.96 The antidepressant agent citalopram was proposed as a treatment for agitation in a poorly defined population with "cognitive deficits."97

Depression. One study showed no difference between imipramine and placebo for treatment of depression in patients with AD, largely because of improvement in both the treated and untreated groups.98 Two small studies suggested benefits for clomipramine99 and moclobemide.100 Another study suggested that maprotiline may have beneficial effects on depression, but the study results are compromised by a high rate lost to follow-up.101 A few small studies suggested that the use of serotonergic reuptake blockers such as fluvoxamine,102 fluoxetine,102 citalopram,97 and paroxetine101 may offer some benefit in treating depression in patients with AD. One study compared fluoxetine to amitriptyline and showed improved depression scores for both groups, but there were more dropouts because of side effects in the amitriptyline group.102

Conclusions. Class I evidence supports the use of both traditional and atypical antipsychotics in the treatment of agitation and psychosis in dementia, and atypical agents seem to be better tolerated. There is little evidence to support the use of other agents such as anticonvulsants, benzodiazepines, antihistaminics, monoamine oxidase inhibitors, or SSRI for the treatment of agitation or psychosis in dementia. For treatment of depression, SSRI may offer some benefit with better tolerability than other antidepressants.

Practice recommendations.

- Antipsychotics should be used to treat agitation or psychosis in patients with dementia where environmental manipulation fails (Standard). Atypical agents may be better tolerated compared with traditional agents (Guideline).
- Selected tricyclics, MAO-B inhibitors, and SSRI should be considered in the treatment of depression in individuals with dementia with side effect profiles guiding the choice of agent (Guideline).

Recommendations for future research. To date, there is no published Class I evidence on pharmacologic treatment for anxiety, disinhibition, sleep disturbance, wandering, shadowing, compulsive behaviors, and apathy.

Additional studies are needed to determine which behavioral symptoms are best treated by nonpharmacologic interventions, with or without the use of concomitant medications. Studies are needed comparing anxiolytics, tricyclic antidepressants, and SSRI for the treatment of depression and anxiety and comparing typical and novel antipsychotics.
Do educational interventions (Appendix C) improve outcomes for patients with dementia and/or their caregivers compared with no interventions? Studies comparing the impact of short-term educational programs to no treatment or to participation in support group programs found that although participants usually like the educational programs, their impact on patients and caregivers is modest and there is no effect on disease severity or patient outcome. Short-term improvement in caregivers’ disease knowledge and ability to cope occurs in some studies, although decision-making skills and perceived caregiver burden are not necessarily improved. A computer-based decision support help system improved caregiver confidence but had no effect on patient outcome or caregiver knowledge.

An intensive long-term education and support program for caregivers delayed time to nursing home placement by 12 to 24 months. Additionally, caregiver education improved caregiver health ratings but had no effect on disease symptoms or problem behaviors. A second study included counseling as an intervention but also provided services (support group therapy) to caregivers and found that these interventions delayed the time to nursing home placement by about a year.

One study demonstrated that specialized training of staff in nursing homes can significantly reduce the use of antipsychotic medications in patients with AD, and this study also reported no increase in problem behaviors.

Conclusions. Evidence from Class II and III studies suggests that short-term educational programs are well liked by family caregivers and can lead to a modest increase in disease knowledge and greater confidence among caregivers. Extensive training for caregivers may lead to delayed nursing home placement. Educational training for staff of long-term care facilities can decrease the use of antipsychotic medications without increasing the rate of disruptive behaviors.

Practice recommendations.
- Short-term programs directed toward educating family caregivers about AD should be offered to improve caregiver satisfaction (Guideline).
- Intensive long-term education and support services (when available) should be offered to caregivers of patients with AD to delay time to nursing home placement (Guideline).
- Staff of long-term care facilities should receive education about AD to reduce the use of unnecessary antipsychotics (Guideline).

Recommendations for future research. Intensive, long-term educational programs are not generally available, but research should continue to determine whether they are an effective way to delay nursing home placement in some patients with dementia. Multifaceted programs should either be easily replicated or should be studied in such a way as to identify which components are the most important for achieving the desired outcomes. Future studies must assess long-term outcome, such as quality-of-life measures, to determine the impact of educational interventions on patients and their caregivers.

Do nonpharmacologic interventions other than education improve outcomes for patients and their caregivers compared with no such interventions? Interventions to improve functional performance. Graded assistance (Appendix D) supplemented by practice and positive reinforcement was shown to improve performance in daily activities in patients with dementia. Behavior modification, scheduled toileting, and prompted voiding reduced urinary incontinence. Reactivating occupational rehabilitation (memory training, manual/creative activities, improving sensorimotor functions, and self-management therapy) proved more efficient in improving cognitive performance, psychosocial functioning, emotional balance, and subjective well-being than functional rehabilitation (functional occupational therapy, physiotherapy, and speech therapy). Environment modifications such as low light and nature sounds increased eating behaviors in a preliminary report. Multistrategy group therapies including reality orientation, reminiscence, sensory stimulation and integration, exercises improved activities of daily living.

Conclusions. Two Class I studies show that behavior modification, scheduled toileting, and prompted voiding can reduce urinary incontinence. One Class I study, supported by Class II and Class III data, shows that graded assistance, skills practice, and positive reinforcement can increase functional independence in persons with dementia.

Nonpharmacologic interventions for problem behaviors. Music (of the patient’s preference) reduced agitation, aggression, and mood disturbance under various conditions including eating and bathing. One-on-one social interaction or videotapes of family members reduced verbally disruptive behaviors more than music. However, there are conflicting preliminary reports of the benefits of using familiar audiotaped voices (simulated presence therapy) in improving mood, aggression, and agitation. Bright light appeared to reduce aggression, agitation, and diverse behavioral disturbances in small samples of persons with dementia. Written cues for repetitive questions/statements from persons with dementia helped diminish those vocalizations in a small study. Walking and light exercise appeared to reduce wandering, aggression, and agitation on preliminary findings; however, there are conflicting reports for the benefits of massage therapy in reducing similar behaviors.
Many psychosocial interventions have been reported to reduce problem behaviors in patients with dementia including: 1) rigorous psychosocial therapy activities (music, exercise, crafts, and relaxation) combined with staff training; and 2) individualized care and environmental alterations using Piagetian levels of cognitive development, client-oriented care approach, and structured sessions of meditation, relaxation, sensory awareness, and guided imagery (small pilot study). Pet therapy was reported to improve socialization, and a psychomotor activation program had significant beneficial effect on cognition but tended to increase rebellious and negative behavior. Cognitive remediation intervention and social interaction using observational learning and participant modeling reduced disruptive behavior for persons with mild to moderate dementia living in the community. Commands given above the patient’s comprehension level increased agitated behaviors in a small study. Several psychosocial interventions, including sensory intervention and other specific individual care plans, have proven ineffective for treatment of problem behaviors.

Alzheimer’s special care units. Numerous Class II and Class III studies suggest that special care units (SCU) reduced patient agitation, use of restraints, and catastrophic reactions. Specialized staff training within these SCU resulted in reduced behavioral disturbances and decreased use of psychotropic drugs and physical restraints. Similarly, inpatient stays, sometimes coupled with outpatient programs for patients with dementia, were effective in reducing agitation. Patients in a dementia SCU that used a palliative care philosophy showed lower levels of observed discomfort, fewer transfers to acute medical settings, and lower medical costs. Use of exterior space (patient-safe) decreased patient violence and injury reports in nursing homes compared with those that had no exterior spaces; however, remodeling of exterior spaces or interior spaces to resemble nature and home scenes had no apparent benefits in reducing problematic behaviors. Transferring patients from long-term care institutions to small, group-living, homelike physical settings with individualized psychosocial and integrity-promoting therapy decreased agitation and restlessness in persons with AD.

Conclusions. Sensory stimulation of various types (auditory, visual, tactile) are usually included as part of a complex, multifaceted approach, so it is difficult to make conclusions about its efficacy. Psychosocial interventions directed towards patients may benefit them, but the a priori outcome measures are often negative and the programs are not easily replicated. The therapeutic benefits of special environments are difficult to evaluate but may have a beneficial impact on agitation.

Psychosocial interventions for caregivers. Data from four Class I studies support the benefits of caregiver interventions that go beyond education to include various forms of support or management techniques: 1) an interdisciplinary psychoeducational family group intervention; 2) extensive individual and family counseling with support groups; and 3) home management training for behavioral problems using Progressively Lowered Stress Threshold model. These interventions delayed nursing home placement and reduced caregiver depression, tension, anger, fatigue, and confusion. In contrast, other support-based programs have had minimal effects on caregiver morbidity and burden, caregiver depression and anxiety, and time to patient nursing home placement compared with conventional community nursing.

Caregivers who used respite services (institutional, day center, or in-home services) maintained their relatives with dementia in the community (average of 22 days) longer than caregivers who did not use the services. However, there are conflicting results on caregiver satisfaction, burden, and mental health compared with those who do not use respite services. Caregivers who used adult day care and other services had lower levels of caregiving-related stress and better psychological well being. Caregivers using a medical-type of adult day care had significantly more paid help and caregiver burden than did caregivers of patients with dementia using a social subtype of adult day care. Group counseling increased morale, knowledge, and activities during visits for relatives of patients with dementia in a Class III study. Use of computer network information, telephone support programs, and telephone mini-lecture series have yielded conflicting results on caregiver outcomes.

Conclusions. Psychosocial interventions directed toward caregivers, including education, support, and respite care, may improve caregivers’ emotional well being and quality of life and may delay nursing home placement for patients with dementia.

Practice recommendations.

Functional performance.

- Behavior modification, scheduled toileting, and prompted voiding should be used to reduce urinary incontinence (Standard).
- Graded assistance, practice, and positive reinforcement should be used to increase functional independence (Guideline).
- Low lighting levels, music, and simulated nature sounds may improve eating behaviors for persons with dementia, and intensive multimodality group training may improve activities of daily living, but these approaches lack conclusive supporting data (Practice Options).

Problem behaviors.
• Persons with dementia may experience decreased problem behaviors with the following interventions: music, particularly during meals and bathing (Guideline); walking or other forms of light exercise (Guideline).
• Although evidence is suggestive only, some patients may benefit from the following (Practice Options):
  - Simulated presence therapy, such as the use of videotaped or audiotaped family
  - Massage
  - Comprehensive psychosocial care programs
  - Pet therapy
  - Commands issued at the patient’s comprehension level
  - Bright light, white noise
  - Cognitive remediation

Care environment alterations.
• Although definitive data are lacking, the following environments may be considered for patients with dementia (Practice Options):
  - Special care units (SCU) within long-term care facilities
  - Homelike physical setting with small groups of patients as opposed to traditional nursing homes
  - Short-term, planned hospitalization of 1 to 3 weeks with or without blended inpatient and outpatient care
  - Provision of exterior space, remodeling corridors to simulate natural or home settings, and changes in the bathing environment

Interventions for caregivers.
• The following interventions may benefit caregivers of persons with dementia and may delay long-term placement (Guidelines):
  - Comprehensive, psychoeducational caregiver training
  - Support groups
• Additional patient and caregiver benefits may be obtained by use of computer networks to provide education and support to caregivers (Practice Option), telephone support programs (Practice Option), and adult day care for patients and other respite services (Practice Option).

Recommendations for future research. Studies are needed to identify which patients with dementia are most likely to improve their functional performance through behavioral interventions. Studies should evaluate the efficacy of auditory, exercise, touch, visual, and psychosocial interventions, alone and in combination with pharmacotherapy, for specific problem behaviors. A better understanding is needed on how to calculate the staffing patterns needed to provide appropriate behavioral interventions in long-term care settings. Based on preliminary data, more study on the benefits of small group living versus ward-style, institutional living is warranted. In the area of caregiver support, research is needed to develop ways to match caregiver interventions to the specific needs of caregivers, and to identify the support group processes that contribute to both positive and negative outcomes. Finally, researchers should conduct cost-effectiveness studies of behavioral interventions, care environment alterations, and caregiver interventions.

Special issues regarding the management of patients with dementia. First, more research is needed to define the roles of various types of practitioners (e.g., neurologists, psychiatrists, geriatricians, primary care physicians) in the care of patients with dementia. The benefits of an interactive care approach involving multiple practitioners, including cost–benefit assessments, must be studied. Research leading to guidelines for the cooperation between clinicians is needed because AD is a chronic illness requiring coordinated and changing management over its course.

Second, studies should explore the impact of different models of health care delivery (e.g., HMO, Standard Medicare, and other fee-for-service) specifically on persons with dementia. These health economic studies must consider the differential approach of different payers to coverage for prescription drugs in their models. Such studies should also examine the shifts in health care costs that occur over the course of the disease (e.g., family costs, third-party payer costs, government costs) and should seek equitable solutions that benefit patients and families but do not overburden one portion of the health care sector (e.g., Medicaid).

Finally, more evidence-based studies must explore the benefits of various assessments for predicting capacity to consent for patients with dementia. These should include prospective studies of elderly at-risk individuals prior to the development of dementia, as well as studies designed to guide routine clinical care and research involving patients with dementia. Guidance in these areas is critical for therapeutic research to continue effectively in this country.

Disclaimer. This statement is provided as an educational service of the American Academy of Neurology. It is based on an assessment of current scientific and clinical information. It is not intended to include all possible proper methods of care for a particular neurologic problem or all legitimate criteria for choosing to use specific procedures. Neither is it
intended to exclude any reasonable alternative methodologies. The AAN recognizes that specific patient care decisions are the prerogative of the patient and the physician caring for the patient, based on all the circumstances involved.
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Quality Standards Subcommittee Members: Gary Franklin, MD, MPH, Co-Chair; Catherine Zahn, MD, Co-Chair; Milton Alter, MD, PhD; Stephen Ashwal, MD; John Calverley, MD; Richard M. Dubinsky, MD; Jacqueline French, MD; Micheal Glantz, MD; Gary Gronseth, MD; Deborah Hirtz, MD; Robert G. Miller, MD; James Stevens, MD, Facilitator; and William Weiner, MD.

Appendix B
There is no standard approach to determining the effect size of antidementia agents. The effects can be quantified by examining percentages of responders, although any definition of response is arbitrary as is the time point selected to look for response. Patients who respond early can be missed if the time point for assessing response occurs at the end of the study, even if they progress more slowly because of treatment. Effect can be estimated by comparing drug-treated group means to placebo means, and by this estimate cholinesterase inhibitor benefits range from 2 to 5 points on the ADAS–Cog, a 70-point measure of cognitive functioning. The treatment–placebo differences are largely secondary to continuing decline on the part of the placebo patients and temporary stabilization of the treated cohort during 3 to 6 month studies. Effect can also be estimated by comparing the cumulative group responses for treated and placebo patients. By this method, the cholinesterase inhibitors appear to benefit all patients (the response curves are shifted compared with placebo) but to variable degrees.

Appendix C
For purposes of this guideline, the term "educational intervention" refers to structured interactions between a caregiver and an expert on the care of patients with AD designed primarily to enhance the caregiver’s knowledge about AD and its management.

Appendix D
Graded assistance is a spectrum of assistance from verbal prompts to physical demonstration, physical guidance, partial physical assistance, and complete physical assistance aimed to provide the least amount of help possible.
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